
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND EQUALITY IS A MAJOR CONSTITUENT 

OF THE GOVERNMENT OF IRELAND WITH THE MISSION TO MAINTAIN AND 

ENHANCE COMMUNITY SECURITY AND TO PROMOTE A FAIRER SOCIETY 

IN IRELAND.

The remit of the Justice agencies and services touch on aspects 
of national life as diverse as the protection of life and property; 
the prevention and detection of crime; the provision of services 
for the buying and selling of property; the management of inward 
migration to the State and providing a Courts Service and other 
forms of investigative tribunals. On the international front, the 
Minister and the Department serve the interests of Ireland in 
relation to Justice and Home Affairs’ matters by participating 
fully in the European Union, the Council of Europe and the United 
Nations among other international fora.

In late 2012 the Department decided to use the National 
Procurement Service’s Framework for the Supply of Managed 
Print Services for the refresh of the Hardware fleet across seven of 
the Department’s existing key agencies including the Irish Prison 
Service, the State’s Court Service, Financial Shared Services, 
Garda Ombudsman, Probation Service, the National Disability 
Authority and the Justice Department nationwide.

This multi-agency contract requested tender responses from 
seven Preferred Framework Members to meet its strategic 
objective to ‘economically manage print requirements and 
maximise volume discounts and provide for reductions in 
administrative and transaction costs for the Authority.’  
A sizeable, five year contract was awarded to Bryan S Ryan who 
met the exacting criteria with a KYOCERA and PaperCut solution.

“Whilst the roll-out took close to nine months, the acceptance 

from our staff and the little or no impact it had on their day to day 

work was testimony to Bryan S Ryan’s transition programme and 

vision in educating the users throughout the process.”

George Jackson, Head of IT, the Irish Prison Service
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George Jackson, Head of IT in the Irish Prison Service, explains:  
“We knew that we’d make significant savings by coming together 
and the buying power we’d get by co-operating would be 
significant. MPS by its nature saves on average 20 – 30% and we 
believed we could get more savings based on the consolidation of 
services such as Copying, Printing & Scanning on the one platform. 
In its simplest form, we were looking to consolidate our combined 
Print services with one vendor.”

Mr Jackson formed a Project Board, with Department Heads and 
representatives from the Office of Government Procurement. To 
support this he formed a working group of staff representing each 
of the agencies involved, who would act as MPS champions in the 
roll-outs and be the ‘go to’ people on the ground for the Bryan S 
Ryan team.

Jackson explains: “With so many people involved, communication 
leading up to going live was vital. Bryan S Ryan devised a 
comprehensive transition programme for us with an advertising 
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campaign confirming what was coming, we sent emails out and put 
information on the various agency intranets. Our team encouraged 
all agency champions to speak to their senior management and get 
them on board – it was important to do so to get everything in place. 
During the roll out we were keen to ensure that the Communication 
strategy continued and I was delighted with the initial uptake from 
the staff across all the agencies. Whilst the roll-out took close to 
nine months, the acceptance from our staff and the little or no 
impact it had on their day to day work was testimony to Bryan S 
Ryan’s transition programme and vision in educating the users 
throughout the process.”

”Most notably we had a few challenges in High Security locations 
and a pragmatic approach was taken by Bryan S Ryan and our 
project team as we approached each location. They were very 
agile in responding to our needs during the implementation 
stage and worked extremely well in delivering the solution under 
challenging circumstances.”

Gerry Cheung, Director at Bryan S Ryan, said: “On award of the 
contract there was an immediate requirement to fulfil requests 
that were previously put on hold as the client went through the 
Tender process. At the same time there was a desire by each agency 
to move to the more competitive ‘cost model’ at their earliest 
convenience. Each of the agency’s Project plans comprised a 
detailed scoping and pilot of the new solution and sign off on the 
final design and hardware configuration. Due to the number of 
agencies involved and their nationwide presence, we set up seven 
separate project teams to cater for their individual needs. Part of our 
implementation involved optimising newer assets on the existing 
fleet and these were strategically redeployed within the new 
solution. Our main objectives were to provide immediate savings 
on the variable cost per copy model and secondly to deliver an 
extensive Change Management Programme as part of the roll-out.”

One of the key components in the tender was the provision of 
monitoring, reporting and simple invoicing so that costs could 
be allocated correctly across the agencies. Bryan S Ryan used 
KYOFleetManager, KYOCERA’s web-based fleet monitoring and 
management system as a remote monitoring system for service 
and toner tools. 

All senior stakeholders are being emailed on a monthly basis with 
their usage broken down by cost centre and other specific criteria 
to their organisation. Bryan S Ryan also compiles an overall 
monthly report for the Senior Board. Savings are already visible 
and the KYOCERA devices are providing additional benefits to 
each location.”

The Bryan S Ryan team worked with KYOCERA to successfully 
deliver what is considered one of the largest deployments in the 
Irish Public Sector. Cheung says: “Over 10,000 multiagency staff 
across Ireland have benefited from the new solution which also 
ensures that each agency has its own invoice relevant to its own 
budgets. The project has already delivered significant financial 
benefits – from the obvious reductions in paper waste and cost 
savings to space saving, energy savings and business efficiencies. 
We are now adding further value to the Department and its 
agencies, utilising the full suite of innovative applications and, 
given the success to date, some agencies have already begun to 
integrate the solution with other key organisational workflows.”

Jackson concludes: “Everyone was made aware of what was going 
to be involved and the whole project was very well managed by 
Bryan S Ryan. We worked very closely with their project teams  to 
deliver each roll out on time. We 
were never in any doubt that it 
would be a huge undertaking  
and were delighted that it all 
went so very smoothly. It’s 
been a great success and 
we have a good working 
relationship with Bryan S 
Ryan who have been very 
responsive to our needs 
and having KYOCERA 
in the background has 
helped ensure the project 
exceeded our goals.”
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